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Abstract

A calculator (or computer) algorithm has been developed for use at sea
to provide automatie ca19ulation and tabulation of meter wheel values and
standard depths for "full" hydrographie stations; it was created to
streamline proeedures and eliminate errors during the refamiliarization
period typieally required in the hydro lab at the beginning of research
surveys. The algorlthm is presented in three forms: a working program for
the HP41C and similar ealculators; a general flowchart; and as an explic1t
set of instructions for effectively determining meter wheel values "by
hand." To benefit from the working program, the user must be able (1) to
push one button to start the program running, and (2) key in the sounding
depth; a three-eolumn table w1th methodologieal reminders 1s then printed.
80th the machine-based algorlthm and the worksheet suggested should prove
helpful in improving the quality and quantity of data collected at
hydrographie stations •

Resume

Un algorithme pour calculatrice (ou ordinateur) a ete developpe pour
usage sur la mer pour fournir automatiquement le ealeul et al classifieation
des donnees du eompteur a poulie [meter wheel] et des profondeurs standards
pour les stations hydrographiques completes. Celui-ci, fut eree pour
faeiliter le procede et eliminer les erreurs durant la periode de
refamiliarisat10n au laboratoire hydrologique normalement necessaire au
debuts de croisieres de reeherches. L'algorithme est presente en trois
formules: un programme pour le HP41C et autres caleulatriees semblables, un
schema general, et des directions detaillees poUr determiner les donnees du
eompteur a poulie [meter wheeiJ sans l'usage de ealeulatrice. Pour proflter
du programme, l'usager doit pouvoir (1) pousser un bouton pour mettre le
programme en marche, et (2) introduire la vrale profondeur de sondage. Un
tableau de trois colonnes ayant des mementos sur la methodologie est alors
Imprlme. L!algorlthme pour ealculatrlce et la formule de travall proposee
devraient tous deux etre utiles pour amellorer la qualite et al quantite des
donnees recueillies aux stations hydrographiques.
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2.
Introduetion

The eolleetion of "STD" data (Salinity and Temperature at known Depths)
throughout the water eolumn is the single most important aspeet of
hydrographie surveys and it is usually the main aneillary hydrographie data
eolleeted during biologieal surveys at sea. The invention of the reversing
bottle resolved the major teehnologieal frustrations of obtaining sampIes at
depths (see Defant 1961, Subsidiary Committee on Oeeanography 1932) and the
use of several sueh bottles attaehed at intervals along the hydrographie
wire at 'a single multi-sampled station has resulted in the aeeumulation of
enormous amounts of data on a world wide seale that has beeome assimilated
on widely aeeessible data bases. The more reeent teehnieal development of
"CTD" equipment that ean give eontinuously reeorded data has effeeted a
further revolution, but its expense and the need for expert eleetronie
servieing will likely preelude its entirely replaeing the now traditional
water bottle string or even beeoming the dominant method within the next few
deeades. So, possible improvements in reversing bottle methodology remain
topieal.

Although the oeeupation of a full hydrographie station is in prineiple
extremely simple, in faet to obtain sampIes from the depths aetually
desired, eare must be taken to ensure that the bottles are plaeed on the
hydrographie wire at the "appropriate intervals" and that they are then
lowered to the appropriate position before the sampIes are aetually taken.
(The standard international depths (U.S. Hydrographie Offiee 1955) are
presented in Table 1.) Otherwise, errors ean oeeur that ean result in loss
of time, loss of preeision or data that is ineorreet or misleading, as
misrepresenting the depth at whieh the aetual sampling took plaee. Even
when the depths sampled ean be ealeulated afterwards from the readings of
"unproteeted" thermometers, if these have been used, it nonetheless remains
desireable to sample as elose to the target depths as possible.

•

The partieular problems of full hydroeasts arise, in part at least,
from the mental gymnasties required to maintain one set of values for the

,meter wheel readings, whieh inerease from say zero for the deepest (the
"bottom" or "first") bottle to some larger value for sUbsequent bottles, •
while the set of values for the target depths start at a eomparatively large
value for that first bottle (eorresponding normally to a maximum depth elose
to the sea bed) and then deerease for sUbsequent bottles (see Fig. 1).

Ineonsisteneies or errors ean arise from any of the 'several steps
required:

- ensure the sounding is the true depth from the surfaee and
not just the depth below the hull

- position the weight eonsistently just below the surfaee

- make the appropriate adjustment ror the distance
between the hydrolab and the surfaee (i.e. between
where the bottles are attaehed at the hydrolab
and the hydro weight just below the surfaee, typically
about 5 m)

- make a eonsistent adjustment for roll eompensation
(typieally 1 m) so the weight doesn't strike bottom



Fig. 1. A "fuH hydro cast" for asounding of 120 m showing intervals,
target depths, meter wheel values, and "protocol" variables.
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zero the meter wheel at the appropriate point

- calculate the appropriate intervals between bottles

- attach the bottles and messengers at the appropriate
intervals

- lower the entire cast to the appropriate final depth

- correct, if necessary, for wire angle

- after the appropriate delay (3-6 min), release the
final messenger

- retrieve the bottles without confusing which bottle was
associated with which depth

Errors in these steps are likely to occur most frequently at the
beginning of a cruise when inexperienced, or out-of-practlce scientific crew
members are involved; but errors mayaIso occur at any time when marginal
working conditions, fatigue and even overfamiliarity with a procedure that
is, even so, practised only infrequently each year can result in lapses of
concentration. Such errors can be costly; the data may be useless resulting
in incomplete results, or time consuming data editing may be required. Any.
method, or protocol substantially minimizing such loss could easily be
justified in relation to the very high cost of sea time.

lIve surveyed several written guidelines on the subject, attended
training seminars, and discussed the problem with experienced workers; there
seems to be no straightforward "on-board" guide that would help assure the
samples collected actually are from the desired depths, and that they were
collected in a conslstent way from cruise to cruise, watch to watch, and
technlcian to technician.

•

The avallable guides usually ignore the specifics of the problem: "the
sampling bottles and thermometers are lowered ••• to predetermined depths 4It
••• " (Defant 1961); "the bottles ••• [are] lowered to the proper
depths ••• " (Subsidiary Committee on Oceanography 1932); "••• the bottles
••• [are] attached at appropriate intervals ••• " (Sverdrup et ale 1942);
"••• load the wire with bottles at predetermined intervals ••• " (Weyl 1970);
" several bottles are attached at intervals along the wire ••• " (U.S.
Hydrographie Office 1955). This lack of an expllcit, "conventional" or even
"stereotyped" step-by-step approach is the normal situation.

The best written guide available to us (Koeller 1981) is an internal
document that provides an outline of the calculations and procedures wh1ch
concludes by saying "The above instructions only summar1ze some procedures
wh1ch if not done carefully, will· lead to errors and 1naccuracies."
Whereas, other sources recommend zeroing the meter wheel when the first
(deepest) bottle 1s attached with the hydro weight in the water (U.S.
Hydrographie Office 1955; Sverdrup et ale 1942; Weyl 1970) or when the first
bottle has been lowered to the water's surface (Subsidiary Committee on
Oceanography 1932), Koeller (1981) presents the two points of zeroing as
alternates, discuss1ng each essentially w1thout preference.

Experience indicates that none of the guides available can be
cons1dered fool-proof; each cruise begins w1th a more or less awkward
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period of refamiliarization with procedures and that mi stakes and
inconsistencies may still arise.

This communication is one in aseries of efforts within the Marine Fish
Division, Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans (e.g. Koeller.1981; Perry 1987,
Gavaris et al., in prep.) to streamline procedures at hydrographie stations
so as to minimize errors and maximize the quality of the data collected. It
presents an algorithm and associated methodology which, if properly
followed, virtually eliminate the possibility of inappropriately positioning
the reversing bottles during a'full hydro cast. .

The algor1thm reported here was first thought of at sea during just
such aperiod of refamiliarization. For convenience, it was developed for a
widely used programmable calculator ("HP41C") which was already onboard to
run a program to calculate the correction needed when the hydro wire angle
deviates from the vertical. This relationship to the calculator is
reflected in the particular structure of the program developed. In other
situations, the structure might have reflected mechanisms based on
spreadsheet or matrix manipulation software or on the logic of an available
computer language. The general user-related features would, however, 11kely
be similar to those of the'program descr1bed here regardless of the
underlying structure.

The program as seen by the user

·The complexities of the working program (Appendices 1, 2) are
transparent to the user. On the HP41C, the program can be assigned to a
single key for execution; the user starts running the program by pushing
that key. The program then prompts for the sounding depth, and once this
has been entered, the user can begin to attach his first bottle·.

The program, which must have been initialized at the beginning of the
cruise (another single key to push and 3 prompts for "protocol" variables),
generates output on a compatible printer which uses 5.7 cm (2.25 in) paper
tape (Fig. 2). After it prompts for the sounding depth; it prints reminders
to "set weight to surface," "set meter wheel to zero;" and "attach first
bettle;" then, a 3-column table showing the bottle attachment order, the
corresponding meter wheel readings and the corresponding target depths, all
appropriate for the particular sounding; and finally, another reminder to
lower the entire cast to the final depth (Fig. 3).

The advantages are several. The difficulties of determining the
appropriate intervals and attachment points for each bottle are eliminated.
Hence its use largely eliminates the "refamiliarization" period and the
related variability from technician to technician and cruise to cruise.
Bottle attachment can begin while the table is being printed, reducing the
time spent on each station.

The paper tape can be a permanent data record for the station~ All in
all, the use of the program improves both the quality and quantity of the
hydrographie data eolleeted.

The eomplete working "program" (i t' s in fact a set' of. programs .<?r
subroutines) for the.HP41C and a full deseription of its features is
presented in App~ndix 1~ The general form of the algorithm 1s presented in

5.



Fig. 2. The HP41C and printer in use.
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Fig. 3. Printer output for asounding depth of 120 m. Compare Fig. 1,
Fig. 4 and the "worksheet" (Fig. 14).
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Appendix 2; this can be used to create a working program for other
calculators or computers. Appendix 3 presents the algorithm in a form
suitable for "hand" determination; that is, in a form to allow precise meter
wheel locations to be determined quickly and confidently without the aid of
a computer.

Use at sea

Our calculator-based algorithm has been welcomed by both highly
experienced and other research personnel as a valuable addition to the hydro
lab. All recognize the need to ensure consistent performance at sea and the
advantages of having the bottle placement, etc., determined automatically.

Other features such as limits to the number of bottles per cast,
automatic station and set labelling, time (GMT and LOCAL) and date features,
and even routines to announce when the messenger may be sent, could all be
added. But these elaborations are not necessary for the benefits of
machine-generated.tables of meter wheel values and depths to substantially
improve the conduct of full hydro casts. Appendices 1 and 2 should be
helpful to others in this respect. But the explicit algorithm is also a
powerful and easily understood aid when calculations must be done by hand;
Appendix 3 provides point-by-point steps to derive, by hand, the meter wheel
values in outline form as weIl as the form of an efficient worksheet (Fig.
14) •

Based on our limited experience of this routine, the use of the
algorithm in calculator/computer and/or hand-determination forms will
streamline and otherwise improve the conduct of full hydro stations, and
should be considered for formal incorporation into standard cruise
protocols.
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The program list1ngs presented in Figures 5 to 8 provide a complete
working program for the HP41C. The portions issuing printer commands
(PRINTX2, HEAD, TAIL), the storage register terminology and the means of
controlling branching and looping may be unique to the HP41C family and
similar HP calculators; but the logical sequence should be easily
translatable for any programmable calculator that uses RPN (reverse Polish
notation), if subroutines are supported.

I will attempt to provide these programs on magnetic cards to anyone
who sends me the necessary 25 magnetic cards (HP part #00097-13141) and a
self-addressed, return envelope.

Principle Features

A glossary of program names 1s prov1ded in Table 2.

The user normally interacts with only two programs, FHINIT and FULLHYD,
which are assigned for single keystroke execution to seldom used keys on the
HP41C keyboard (the "LN" and "TAN" keys on the right-hand side in Fig. 4).

The programs provide nice tabular output when the calculator is
connected to a printer (Fig. 3).

When no printer is connected, however, both the in1t1alizing (FHINIT)
and main (FULLHYD) programs automatically switch to a mode in which each
l1ne of output 1s frozen on the calculator display unt11 the RIS
("run/stop") key 1s pushed.

10.
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1l.
Fig. 4. The HP41C algorithm produces an alternate line-by-line display on
the calculator when no printer is attached. This line of display
corresponds to bottle number 2; compare with the format produced by the
printer (Fig. 3); see also Fig. 1 and the example on the "worksheet" (Fig.
14) .

11 •••
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In addition. both programs begin by first attempting to print to the
printer; if one is connected but turned off. this attempt results in a
"PRINTER OFF" error and program interruption. As presently written. the two
programs "crash" promptly with this error before the user has keyed in
any data. Never connect or disconnect the calculator and printer unless
both are turned off.

FHINIT must be run once to store the values for "distance between the
hydro lab and surface." "roll compensation" and "depth limit"; the
respective default values of 5. 1 and 400 mare stored when the RIS key is
hit without first entering some other value.

FULLHYD prompts for the sounding depth. It makes extensive use of
other subroutines to perform the data manipulations though. FULLHYD itself
calculates the values for the deepest bottle. FULLHYD will accept as the
"default" sounding depth. the value most recently used; Le. the RIS key
can be used without first keying in arepetition of the previous sounding
depth.

The reminders and double lines printed at the top of the tabular output
(Fig. 3) help delineate the data and ensure no initial steps are forgotten.
They do take time to print however. I have included optional suppression of
the printing of the double lines and reminders. but recommend suppression
only for the most impatient of personneI:

- suppress double lines: Set Flag 01
- suppress reminders Set Flag 00

The example given in the worksheet application (Appendix 3) and the
situation shown in Fig. 1. correspond to the tabular example output shown in
Figure 3. All of these consider a 120 m sounding.

A description of the algorithm

Before proceeding with explicit details. the algorithm can be
summarized in this way. Three columns of data make up the table and
represent 3 variables: BOTTN for bottle number, MWHEEL for meter wheel
reading. and TDEPTH for target depth. The first two start at 1 and 0.
respectively. BOTTN increments by 1 for each line of the table. MWHEEL is
incremented by the appropriate standard interval for each line of the table
except for the interval between bottles 1 and 2 (see Fig. 1 and Table 1).
The deepest TDEPTH depends on othervariables: either the depth limit (like
4000 m) or the sounding less clearances (e.g. 5 m and 1 m) in the cruise
protocol. Other TDEPTHS are coded explicitly in the program.

The algorithm begins by initializing three "protocol" variables using
"FHINIT" (Full Hydro INITialize): it prompts for and stores values for:

- the "distance between the hydro lab and surface in meters"
(defaul t 5 m),

•
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Table 1. Standard target depths and meter wheel intervals for hydrographie
observations (V.S. Hydrographie Office 1955).

Target Interval from next Target Interval from next
depth shallower depth depth shallower depth
(m) (m) (m) (m)

10 800 100

20 10 1000 200

30 " 1200 "

50 20 1500 300

75 25 2000 500

100 " 2500 "
150 50 3000 "
200 " 4000 1000

250 " 5000 "
300 " 6000 "
400 100 7000 "
500 " 8000 "
600 " 9000 "

• 700 " 10000 "
11000** "

**The deepest oeean point 1s in the Mar1anna Treneh at 10,863 m (Sverdrup
et al. 1942).
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- the "roll compensation in meters" (default 1 m) (see Fig. 1),

- the "depth limit" below which no sampIes are required
for the given survey (default 400 m).

FHINIT must be run at least once to store the values for these variables
appropriately. Thereafter, "FHINIT" need be run only to alter those values.
We'll assume here that default values have been used. The actual table of
bottle numbers, etc. is generated by running "FULLHYD" (FULL HYDro) which
first prompts for the depth (i.e. the sounding) in meters. In our HP41C
application both "FHINIT" and "FULLHYD" are assigned to seldom used keys on
the keyboard and subsequently exeeuted with single key strokes (Fig. 4).

The station's bottom depth is stored; from it are subtracted the values
for distanee from hydro lab to surfaee (5 m) and roll eompensation (1 m) and
this value (the Sounding Less Lab and Roll, say SLLR, in this example) is
tested against the protoeol depth limit (say 400 m).

If the limit is greater (deeper) than the SLLR, then the SLLR will
beeome the target depth (TDEPTH) of the first or bottom bottle, the one
whieh will be attaehed to the wire when the weight is just in the water and
the meter wheel is zeroed; in this ease FULLHYD prints reminders to this
effeet as weIl as the four heading lines of the table.

If the depth limit is less (shallower) than the SLLR, then the value
for the limit replaces the SLLR value in storage before the reminders are
printed and the table started; this ensures that the deepest bottle is sent
to the depth limit, e.g. 400 m, and not deeper.

FULLHYD has by this time also stored the value of 0 for the eurrent
bottle number (BOTTN) and eurrent meter wheel reading (MWHEEL).

At this point, FULLHYD 'ealls the subroutine "PRINTX." This first
inerements BOTTN by 1, then subtraets the target depth for the eurrent
bottle from the target depth for the deepest bottle, giving the meter wheel
reading (MWHEEL) (which when the "eurrent" bottle is also the first, the •
deepest bottle, is of course zero)*. PRINTX then ealls a further
subroutine (PRINTX2) which actually prints the values for bottle number,
meter wheel reading and target depth. PRINTX2 contains loops to adjust the
spacing according to the number of digits in each value but does not update
any of the values themselves.

The data for the first (deepest) bottle having been printed, control
returns to FULLHYD where a choice must be made as'to which of several
subroutines to call next, which choice depends on the depth. This part of
the algorithm is complicated by the division of the possible depths irito
groups based on depth ranges. The subroutine "XLT50" (X less than 50 m)
handles target depths of 30, 20, and 10 meters; XLT150 (X less than 150 m)
handles target depths of 100, 75, and 50 meters; XLT400 (XLT less than 400
m) handles target depths 300, 250, 200, and 150 meters, and so on.

*This rather cumbersome logie is necessary to determine the interval, and
hence MWHEEL, assoeiated with bottle 2. It provides the correet MWHEEL
value for all bottles, although the progressive addition of, intervals is
the intuitively and manually (Appendix 3) simpler approach.
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Since we expect more shallow stations than deep stations. the algorithm
tests for the shallower depth ranges first to ensure the shortest
possible mean computation time. That ISt SLLR is compared first to 50; if
50 is greater than SLLR (i.e. a shallow station with the "sounding less the
default 6 meters" less than 50) control passes directly to XLT50 for the
depths 30. 20. 10 to be consldered. If the station is deeper. the SLLR 1s
next compared to 150 for the next most 11kely range of depths (100. 75. 50)
and XLT150 is called if appropriate~ If not. SLLR is compared to 400 and
XLT400 (for the specific depths 300, 250, 200, 150) is called if the depth
is in this range. If the depth is deeper, the process continues wlth
testing for successively deeper ranges [XLT1000 (800, 700, 600, 500, 400),
XLT4000 (2500, 2000, 1500. 1200, 1000) or XLT11M (from 3000-11000**)J until
the range containing the second bottle is found. "

Within each of the "XLTnnn" subroutines, the explicit target depths are
individually compared to the SLLR value by another subroutlne (to ensure
that the given specific depth is not deeper than the sounding) and if
appropriate, PRINT~ is called to print the bottle number. meter wheel and
target depth; "PRINTX" agaln updates the meter wheel value and bottle
number. The next shallower specific depth of the glven range is then
compared and printed if appropriate, and so on. When the last depth of the
range for a given XLTnnn subroutine printed, control passes to the XLTnnn
subroutine corresponding to the next shallower range and so ory until the
last bottle representing the shallowest target depth of the shallowest range
(i.e. the 10 m depth) 1s pr1nted. Then a final reminder 1s pr1nted to lower
the entire cast"several more meters (usually 15: i.e. 10 m deep plus the"
"default 5 m." we've assumed. between the hydro lab and the water surface).
The final meter wheel reading is thus the depth of the deepest bottle plus 5
m (in the default situation). or expressed another way. it is the sounding
depth less the value for roll compensation (usually 1 m).

How Long Does It Take

The algorithm asks the calculator to format and manipulate
alphanumerical calculat1ons. make several compar1sons. as weIl as update
several variables. The slowest part of the process is the delay between
when a long string has been printed on paper and when the same string has
finished rolling across the calculator's display.

For the example of Figure 3 (120 m sounding). the program requires: 15
sec to print the double lines and issue the prompt; 15 sec to print the
reminders; 25 sec more to complete the header 11nes of the table; only 6 sec
to calculate and print the data for the first bottle; 1 min 25 sec more to
finish the three columns; and 20 sec. to complete the final reminder. This

**The maximum standard depth provided 1n the algor1thm 1s 11000 m. deeper
than the Mariana Trench. In our own cruises on the continental shelf and
slopes of eastern Canada. it is exceptional for the depths encountered to
be over 400 m and even more exceptional ror the depth limit ror sampling
to be deeper than 400 mm. The subroutines for the deeper depths would
never be called under these circumstances and could be cleared from
memory.
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is a total of 2.5 min from the prompt to the finished table for a fully
recharged printer and calculator. With no printer attached, the time from
prompt to bottle 1 data is about 20 sec; use the suppression options and
this drops to 4 sec.

The experienced'technician could compete quite favorably with some of
these times, especially if he used an efficient worksheet (Fig. 14).
However, the time saving potential for other uses, as weIl as the
comparative certainty of the calculated results are important
considerations.

Our groundfish surveys have as many as 100 stations, 20 of which have
full hydro casts; if say 5 min could be saved per cast (not an experienced
technician), perhaps 1.5 hours could be saved on the cruise, an amount of
time approaching that required to steam from one station to the next.
Considering the high cost of vessel time, the cost and effort to automate
might be economic on a quantitative (more data) basis.

Hardware Requirements

The fuH algorithm presented here requires an HP41C with a "Quad"
memory expansion module (or an HP41CV or HP41CX) and a companion printer. A
card reader, rechargeable battery packs, and rechargers are practical
necessities; in the case of a "Memory Lost" condition, the entire set of
programs would have to be rekeyed by hand unless both a card reader and the
programs stored on cards were available. The "Memory Lost" condi tion can
occur by accident, as weIl as when the batteries in the battery pack are
changed too slowly. The "black type" paper tape is usually preferable for
long-term records, where these are desired, as the blue usually photocopies
poorly.

Possible Problems on the HP41C

Spurious Results

The algorithm uses 15 storage registers (numbers 00 to 14). If you
have other programs which update these registers or if you manually change
their contents, you could get spurious resuts. Soluton: run FHINIT again.

No sounding Recorded on Paper Tape

The "DEPTH <M) 1" prompt and the value, if any, you key in will be
printed under the top pair of double lines only if the printer is set to the
NORM condition. The MAN position results in the loss of this part of the
printed record. '

The FHINIT.and FULLHYD Function Keys Don't Work

The assignment of program names to seldom used keys for single
keystroke operation is effective only when the calculator is in USER mode.
Ensure the calculator is in USER mode.

•

•
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Printer and Display Formats

The algorithm checks flags 21 and 55 to see whether a printer is
attached as weIl as to control whether the output is suitable for printing
to paper or simply for line-by-line display on the calculator. Turn the
calculator off and back on, then repeat FULLHYD if you get the wrong format
(see also below). Never connect or disconnect the printerand calculator
unless both are off.

Clearing the Options

As noted, the algorithm allows optional suppression of the initial
double lines and reminders. To get them back, execute the commands "CF 01"
and "CF 00" to clear the respective flags.

Slow Response

Do not expect the printer to remain at peak performance for an entire
cruise. Use rechargeable battery packs and recharge them regularly or,
better still, arrange a mounting location where continuous recharging is
possible.

Other Problems

If possible, go to sea with spares for all pieces of hardware
(calculator, printer, card reader, charger, battery pack, etc.), magnetic
cards (a complete "write all" set as weIl as cards with individual
programs), paper rolls (preferably black), printed listings of each program,
and manuals for each piece of hardware.

When all else fails, turn the hardware off and on again and retry
FHINIT; replace programs you suspect of having been corrupted, or replace
all of them; refer to the HP manuals. If corruption is a recurring problem,
(someone unwittingly goes into "program mode" and accidentally alters a
program) prepare the magnetic cards with the "private" security feature (see
the card reader manual).
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Fig. 5. The FHINIT and FULLHYD routines which initialize required storage
registers, establish the target depth for the deepest bottle and control all
the other subroutines.

91 +LBl "FHINIT" 91+LBl "FUlLH1'D"
92 "VERS 1. 1" 92 "V PRHTR 3.2" 37+lBl 93
93 XEQ "PRTROFF" 83 XEQ "PRTROFF" 38 RCl 02
94 FC? 55 94 FS? 01 39 158
95 SF 21 85 GTO 95 48 >:(=1'? •96 5 96 XEQ "LIHES" 41 GTO 89
87 "DISTANCE· 97+LBl 95 42 GTO 92
98 RVIEW 98 RCl 03 43+LBl 09
89 ·BETWEEH" 99 ·DEPTH<I'l>?n 44 RCl 92
tE! AVIEW 19 PROMPT 45 499
11 "HYDRO lRB· 11 5TO 93 46 >:(=1'1
12 RYIEW 12 RCl 98 47 GTO Hl
13 ·AHD SURFRCE· 13 - 48 GTO 93
14 RYIEW 14 RCl 91 49+LBl 19
15 ·IH METRES?· 15 - 58 RCl 02
16 PROMPT 16 STO 02 51 1999
17 5TO 99 17 STO 86 52 X{=1'1
18 1 18 9 53 GTO 11
19 ·ROlL· 19 STO 94 54 GTO 94
29 AYIEW 29 RCl 92 S5+lBl 11
21 "COMPEH5ATION· 21 RCl 11 56 RCl 92
22 AYIEW 22 :OV? 57 3999
23 ·IH METRES?· 23 GTO 97 58 X(=V?
24 PROMPT 24 STO 92 59 XEQ ·XlT1l1'i· •25 STO 91 25'5TO 96 68 XEQ ·XLT3889"
26 499 26+lBl 07 61+LBl 34
27 ·DEPTH LIMIT?· 27 ADV 62 XEQ ·XLTI800·
28 PROMPT 28 XEQ ·HERD" 63+lBL 03
29 5TO 11 29 FIX Ij 64 XEQ ·XLT488·
38 • • 3e ADY 6S+lBl 92
-31 ASTO 97 31 XEQ ·PRIHTX· 66 XEQ ·XlT1se"
32 " . 32 RCl 92 67+lBl 81
33 ASTO 88 33 59 68 XEQ ·XLT50·
34 • 34 X(=V? 69 XEQ ·mIl·
35' ASTO 99 35 GTO 08 79 XEQ ·LIHES·
36 CU: 36 GTO 61 71 END
37 END
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Fig. 6. The PRTROFF, LINES, HEAD and TAIL subroutines which print or
display the various reminder, column heaidngs, etc. in the table as weIl as
determine the final MWHEEL value.*

•

81+lBl "PRTROFF"
82 "VERS 1.9"
93 FC? 55
94 GTO 91
85 " "
86 PRA
87tlBl 81
98 ENB

81+LBl "UNES"
82 "VERS l.e"
83 Fe? S5
84 GTO 81
85 "============="
86 "1-============'
81 AVIEW
8S "============"
89 "1-============"
18 AVIEW .
11 ClA
12+LBl 81
13 END

91+lBL "HEIm"
92 "VERS 1.8"
83 FS? Be
84 GTO 82
85 "SET WEIGHT TO"
86 ".. SURFACE-"
87 AVIEW
98 "SET "ETER WHEEL"
89 "I- TO 8-"
18 AVIEW
11 "ATTACH FIRST"
12 "I- BOTTLE-"
13 AVIEW
14+lBL 82
15 FC? 55
16 GTO 31
17 ABY
18 ABY
19 "BOTTlE "ETER"
28 AVIEW
21 "ATTACH. WHEEl"
22 "I- TARGET"
23 AVIEW
24 "ORDER READING"
25 "I- DEPTH"

. 26 AVIEW
27 "------- -------"
28 "I- ------"
29 AVIEW
38tlBL 91
31 END

81+lBl "TAIL"
82 "VERS 2.8"
83 ""WHEEL"
94 RCL 85
85 RCl 86
86 +
87 RCl 98
88 +
89 STO 85
18 STO 13
11 FC? 55
12 GTO 91
13 XE" "SPACES"
14 ARCl 89
15 ARCl 89
16 ARCL 83
11 ARCl 14
18 AVIEW
19 ADY
28 "LOWER CAST TO"
21 "I- FINAL"
22 AYIEW
23 ""ETER WHEEl "
24 "I-VALlIE OF"
25 AVIEW
26 CUl
21 ARCL 85
28 "I- "."
29 AYIEW
38 ABY
31 ADV
32 ADV
33 GTO 92
34+lBL 81
35 "FINAL "W "
36 "I-"
31 ARCl 13
38 AVIEW
39+lBL 82
49 END

*The "lazy T" symbol (i.e. r ) refers to the APPEND function.
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Fig. 7. The PRINTX, PRINTX2, SPACES and SPACESX subroutines which determine
the format for printing or displayand update values for BOTTN, and MWHEEL.

, '

81+LBL 'PRINTX" 81+LBL 'PRINTX2" 81+LBl "SPACES"
82 "VERS 1.1" 82 "VERS 3.1' 82 "VERS 1.8"
83 "BOHN" 83 FC? 55 93 CUl
84 RCl 84 84 GTO 12 94 RCL 13
95 1 95 "BOTHt" 95 19
96 + 96 CU~ 96 X}Y?
97 STO 84 97 RCl 84 87 ARCL 87
88 ""WHEEl" 88 19 88 RCL 13 -89 RCL 92 89 X}Y? 99 199
18 RCl 96 18 GTO 81 18 X}Y?
11 - 11 GTO 92 11 RRCl 87
12 5TO 95 12+lBl 81 12 RCL 13
13 XEQ "PRIHTXZ" 13 ARCL 89 13 1999
14 EHD 14 GTO 93 14 X}Y?

15+LBL 92 15 ARCl 87
16 ARCL 88 16 RCl 13
17+LBl 93 17 19809
18 ARCl 94 18 X}Y?
19 ARCL 89 19 RRCl 97
29 ASTO 12 29 RRCL 13
21 "'..lHEEl" 21 ASTO 14
22 RCL 85 22 CUl
23 STO 13 23 EHD
24 XEQ "SPACES"
25 ARCL 14
26 ASTO Hl
27 "TDEPTH" •28 RCL 06
29 STO 13 81+LBl "SPACESX"
30 XEQ "SPACES" 92 "VERS 1.9"

. 31 ARCl 12 83 SF 21
32 ARCL 98 94 "S"
33 ARCl 10 85 "I-"

34 ARCL 09 86 RRCl 84
35 RRCL 14 87 ".. 11"
36 AVIEW 98 ".."
37 GTO 13 09 ARCl 85
38+LBL 12 19 ".. D"
39 XEQ "SPACESX" 11 ".."
40+lBl 13 12 ARCL 86
41 EHV 13 AYIEW

14 EHD
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Fig. 8. The XLT and XLTnnn family of subroutines which determine for
wh1ch standard depths (TDEPTHs) the subroutine PRINTX 1s called.

•

01+LBL "XLT·
92 ·YERS 2.9"
93 STO 96
94 RCL 9,'
85 X}Y?
86 XEQ "PRINTX"
87 END

91+LBL "XLTS8·
92 ·YERS 2.9"
93 38
94 XEQ ·XLT·
05 20
06 XEO ·XLT·
07 18
88 XEQ ·XU"
99 END

81+LBL ·XLTl59"
82 "VERS 2.8·
83 199
84 XEQ ·XLr·
85 75
86 XEO "XLT·
87 58
98 XEO "XLT·
89 END

01+LBL ·XLH8e·
92 ·VERS 2.9·
93 399
134 XEQ ·XLT·
95 2S8 ,
86 XEO "XLT"
97 299
98 XEg ·XLT·
99 lS9
19 XEIl "XlT"
11 END

81+LSl ·XLT190e"
92 "VERS 2.8·
93 se8
84 XEQ ·XLI·
05 788
96 XEQ ·XLT
87 688
98 XEQ "XLT·
89 580
18 XEQ ·XLT"
11 498
12 XEO ·XLI·
13 END

91+lBL "XLT3909"
92 ·VERS 2.9"
93 2599
94 XEQ ·XLT"
es 2989
96 XEQ ·XU·
07 1508
98 XEQ ·XLT"
99 1289
19 XEQ ·XU·
11 1889
12 XEO ·XLT"
13 END

91+LBL ·XLT11M"
82 "VERS 2.e"
83 11890
94 XEQ "XLT"
05 19099
96 XEQ "XLT·
97 9998
88 XEQ "XLT·
99 8988

'19 XEQ ·XLT·
11 7999
12 XEQ "XLT"
13 6898
14 XEQ ·XLT"
15 5888
16 XEQ "XLr"
17 4888
18 XEO "XLr"
19 3898
28 XEO "XLT"
21 END
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A GENERAL FORM OF THE ALGORITHM
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Canada

The flowchart outlines (Fig. 9-Fig. 13) describe the algorithm, its
subroutines and loops in a generalized fashion. It should serve as a
starting point for the preparation of a working program for any suitable
calculator or computer.

The division of the standard depths (Table 1) into depth ranges
corresponding to the XLTnnn subroutines is arbitrary. On fast machines, the
step of finding the depth range might even be omitted; in such a case the
algorithm would be written to immediately locate the actual depth of BOTTN
2. 3. etc •• after determining the TDEPTH for BOTTN 1.

See also the discussion in Appendix 1.

22.
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Figure 9. Flowchart outline rar the FHlt~IT program.

---------------- FHIH I T ---------.,

23.

input.
new

va 11.Je:

dE.fault.:
5m

.~ ret.urn :>

input.
ne~",

va 1UE:

•
de:fault:

1m
<r'e:turn )

input.
net...t

value

def'ault:
40üm<r'eturn)
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Figure 10. Flowchart outlinc Tor the first portions of the FULLHYD
program. The processing flow loops in and out of Fig. 11 and
cont.inuE:s in Fig, 12 .

.--------------------- FULLH'tD

input.
~--------I net"

value

dafault:
p~"eviaus
value

(return)

r----- Determ i ne TDEPTH fot' 80TTH 1

SLLR be comes the
TDEPTH for BOTTN 1

'T' es:
LI!'1IT

be:come:s the
TDEPTH f"Cd'-'

BOTTN 1

Print reminders etc. to begin tabl€:

"Place weicht in water»
uZe:ro the ieter wheE;l"
"Attach bottle t"

Print column he:adings

Set BOTTH to zero

Set MWHEEL to zero

Execute subroutine PRIMTX
f"or 80TTN 1

(see Fi gure 1 1 )

Find the depth ranqe
containino BOTTN 2

(see: Fioüre: 12)
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11, Flowchart outline far the PRINTX and
PRINTX is ex€cuted by FULLHYD for BOTTN
~< L T -:: F i g. 1 2) f" a yo. all 0 t r: oE: r'" bot t 1es.

PR!!~T~~2 subroutines.
.~ F i q. 1 0) ·3 n d b ~,'

PRINTX is executed bV FULLHYD
+'01"" BOTTN t .

and by XLT ror all other bottles.

I
F'RItH::-:

IIi nCr~mE:r:-lt BOTTNl
b~,.' 1

I
ca l.=u 1ate: 1'1lmEEL

<subt.I""act cu I""t"e:nt TElEPTH
fram TDEPTH far BOTTN 1 )

[
e)~ecut.e

subr'out i ne:
PF~IrH~':2

t
l.

PRIHn~2
The farmattinq of BOTTN, MWHEEL

and TDEPTH för tabular output
is machine and language: spe:cific*•

• The HP41C program (Append1x 1) has two d1st1nct formats, one
for use with a printer is attached and one w1thout (see
F1g. 3, Fig. 4) ~
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12. Flowchart outline for the final portions of the FULLHYD
program. The XLTnnn subroutines are exemolified in more
detail bv XLT150 and XLT50 in Fia. 13. The XLTnnn subroutines
loop irl arid Clut clf ~':LT (Fig. 13)7

( CClnt. i r,ued f'r'CdTl F i o. I 0 )
FULLHYD has found TDEPTH-for BOTTN 1.
Now FULLHYD must find the deoth ranoe

containinq BOTTN 2~ -

"---------1 Execute ;'~LT4 (I 0

Test.
SLLR

aoainst
-t.he
ne~~t

de6:F1 er-'·
r-- .~rtqc

of"-
t2ract.
dE::pths

[ ne >d:.
dee:pcr
~~LTnnn]

•

•
E:~ecut.e ~<L T 150

1..- -----1 E;~e cu te }<lT5 0

E~_::E:cute TAll

lTAl

r-- Ca 1cu 1at.e final I'1lmEEL value -.
Add

MtdHEEL of last BOTTH
to 1ast. TDEPTH

I Add ILAB

IPrint final i'HJHt=:l::L I
\-r i t.h rem inder .

I END I
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13. Flowchart outline for the XLT and XLTnnn subroutines.
as exemelified by ~LT150 and ~LT50. The ~LTnnn subroutines
ca1l XLT for each standard deoth r5TANJ. In thi~ ca~e, the
oroeessinq flow is shown to o~oeeed fr om ~LT150 to ~LT50 as
~t would for any TDEPTH for bOTT" 2 deepe:r than 50 m.

(Cont·inue:d from FiQ. 12)
FULLHYD has found the ranqe ~ontalninq BOTTN 2.

"ow FULLHYD must find valid TDEPTHs Eo print.

I

•

XL l::'U
I

SIAN
(standard dept.h)

100m

EXE;cut.;; ~<LT

STAU
-~.' .....'rn

E>~eeute: ~<L T

STAt4
50m

E)~E:cuta '<L T
I.

Retut"rl to FULLH't'D
( se:e Fig. 12 )

Exeeute thE: XLTnnn f'or
the next shallot.ler depth
range O<LT50 Irl this eSSE:)

gLT50.
I STAt~ I30m, Exeeute XLI ,

I

I STAN I20m
I

I E>~E:eutE: XLT I
f

I STAH I1 ürr.

I E~'{ecute ~<LT I
f

IReturn to FULLHYDI
<seE: Fig. 12)

I

...-------- ~<:LT ----------.
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Determining the appropriate meter wheel values "by hand" is the
traditional approach and will continue to be required when "machine methods"
fail. Moreover, some highly experienced personnel may prefer hand
determinations as they can be faster than a hand calculator, at least for
completion of the entire table.

The outline below allows the straightforward step-by-step determination
of the appropriate bottle positions by hand in a manner that parallels the
calculator program provided in Appendix 1.

Preliminaries (Initialization)

1. Determine the distance from the surface to the hydro lab (usually
about 5 m). If in doubt, zero the meter wheel with the weight in
the position at which the bottles are normally attached and then
lower it into the position it usually takes (i.e just below the
surface) when the first bottle is normally attached ö the value on
the meter wheel is the required value.

2. Determine the value ror roll compensation (normally 1 m) from the
protocol ror the cruise.

Procedures: Meter Wheel and Interval Determinations

Bottle 1 (the deepest bottle)

1. obtain the soundingj

2. set hydro weight just below surface ö

28.
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3. zero meter wheel;

4. attaehed first (i.e. deepest) bottle;

5. determine target depth: if the sounding is deeper than the limit set by
the eruise program, the target depth beeomes the depth limit;
otherwise, from the sounding, subtraet the values for the distanee from
the surfaee to the hydro lab and that for roll eompensation;

6. determine the interval between the first and seeond bottles: find the
shallower standard depth (Table 1) elosest to the target depth for
bottle 1 (determined in step 5, above); the differenee between them is
the required interval;

7. lower the hydrographie wire and the first bottle until the meter wheel
reads the required interval;

8. Proeeed to Bottle 2.

Bottle 2

1. ensure that the meter wheel shows a value equal to the required interval
between Bottles 1 and 2;

2. attach bottle 2;

3. proeeed to the next shallower and subsequent bottles.

Subsequent Bottles

1. from the table of standard depths and intervals (Table 1), determine the
target depth and interval to the next shallower bottle;

2. add this interval to the eurrent meter wheel value;

3. lower the wire and bottles to this new value;

4. attaeh this bottle;

5. repeat this proeedure for eaeh sUbsequent bottle until the last bottle
(i.e. the shallowest bottle, normally for the 10 m depth) has been
attaehed.

The last (shallowest) bottle

1. Note that at this point the last bottle is on the wire with the meter
wheel showing a value equivalent to the total inte~val between the top
and bottom bottles.

29.



2. The bottles must now all be lowered an additional amount until they
reach their target depths.

3. Determine the final meter wheel reading required by adding to the total
interval between the top and bottom bottles an amount equal to the sum
of the target depth of the last (shallowest) bottle (normally 10 m) plus
the distance between the surface and the hydro lab (normally 5 m).

4. Verify that this i3 the same as the sounding less the roll eompensation
(normally 1 m).

5. Lower the bottles to this final desired meter wheel value.

6. Note the time of day; the period of temperate equilibration at depth
begins at this time.

A more abbreviated set of instructions (that don't eonsider a depth
limit and eonsider only the default "protocol" values) is preprinted on the
"worksheet" adapted from Perry (1987) and whieh greatly simpl 1fi es the
procedure. The standard depths (to 500 m) and their intervals are included
on the working copy and note that the form is to be used from the bottom up.
The example printed there uses asounding of 120 m which is the same as that
for Figures 1 and 3. Note also that the only tedious determinations are
those for the deepest bottle (the one first attached) and that onee the
target depth and interval for that bottle are recorded, the cumulative
depths to each of the shallower bottles ean be eompleted without further
delay.

In our use, the worksheet is intended to be preprinted on the reverse
side of the hydrographie station coding forms on whieh the temperatures are
recorded, but if desired, one eould incorporate such a table onto the main
part of a coding form.

30.
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Table 2. A glossary or terms concerning the subroutines comprising the
working algorithm ror the HP41C family of programmable calculators.

BOTTN - This is a mnemonic term for BOTTle Number; it is not a
subroutine.

FHINIT - Full Hydro INITialize; a routine which prompts and
stores values for 3 variables in their appropriate registers.

FULLHYD - FULL HYDro; the main program which prompts ror the
sounding depth and calls other subroutines to calculate and
display or print the bottle number, meter wheel readings and

• target depth, as weIl as table headings, reminders, etc.

HEAD - This routine controls the printing for the table's HEADing,
that 1s the rem1nders and the column labels. (Reminders
suppressed if rlag 00 is set.)

LINES - The routine which normally prints the pair'of double LINES
at the top and bot tom of the table. (The top pair are suppressed
if flag 01 is set.)

MWHEEL - This is a mnemonic term for Meter WHEEL; it is not a
subroutine.

PRINTX - PRINT table values in line X; this subroutine is called by
XLT and, arter updating BOTTN and MWHEEL, in turn calls PRINTX2.

PRINTX2 - PRINT table values in line X, subroutine 2; this sub-
routine is called by PRINTX. If there is no printer attached, it
calls SPACESX and then ends; if,there is a printer attached, it
prepares the values of BOTTN, MWHEEL and TDEPTH for printing by
right-justifying them, using the subroutine SPACES in the latter
two cases.'

PRTROFF - PRinTeR OFF; a routine called at the beginning or ,
FHINIT and FULLHYD to cause a "PRINTER OFF" interupt immediately
if a printer is connected but not turned on, rather than later
after prompts have been answered. It prevents a simple oversight
from consuming unnecessary time.

SLLR - This is a mnemonic term for Sounding Less Lab and
Roll; it is not a subroutine. This is normally the TDEPTH

for BOTTN 1; it is used to help calculate the MWHEEL value.

SPACES - Insert SPACES to right justify; this subroutine inserts
blank characters in front of given values to provide a tidy table
format on the printer; it is called by PRINTX2.

SPACESX - An alternate to SPACES in line X; the routine is called
by PRINTX2 when no printer is attached. It prefixes BOTTN, MWHEEL
and TDEPTH with B, M and D, respectively, ror display on a line by
line basis (Fig. 4).'
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TAIL - This subroutine eontrols the "TAILer" or last lines of the
table. It's ealled by FULLHYD, ealeualtes the final meter wheel
value, and arranges it on a format for printing or simply display,
depending on the presence of a ~rinter.

TDEPTH - This is a mnemonie term for Target DEPTH; it is not a
subroutine.

XLT - This subroutine is ealled by all the XLTnnn (X Less Than)
subroutines. It compares the eurrent standard depth (loeated in
the XLTnnn subroutines) with the TDEPTH for the bottom bottle •.
If the eurrent depth is inappropriate, the sub-routine simply
ends; if the eurrent depth is to be printed, PRINTX is ealled.

, XLT50 - This is the X Less Than 50 m subroutine for the
standard dpeths of 30, 20 and 10 m. It is ealled by FULLHYD and
in tw'n ealls XLT.

XLT150 - This the X Less Than 150 m subroutine for the standard
depths of 100, 75 and 50 m. It is ealled by FULLHYD and in turn
calls XLT.

XLT400 - This 1s the X Less Than 400 m subrout1ne for the
standard depths of 300, 250, 200 and 150 m. It 1s ealled by
FULLHYD and in turn ealls XLT.

XLT1000 - This is the X Less Than 1000 m subrout1ne for the
standard depths of 800, 700, 600, 500 and 400 m. It is ealled by
FULLHYD and in turn ealls XLT.

XLT3000 - This is the X Less Than 3000 m subroutine for the
standard depths of 2500, 2000, 1500, 1200 and 1000 m. It 1s
ealled by FULLHYD and in turn ealls XLT.

XLTllM - This i3 the X Les3 Than 11 thousand (Roman numeral
M) M subroutine for the standard depths of 11000 m to 3000 m
all with 1000 m intervals. It 1s ealled by FULLHYD and in turn
ealls XLT. •
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1. Note: Use bottom portions.of the table first as lndlcated.

2. Zero meter wheel wlth weight Just be low surface; attach first bottle.

3. Determine target depth for bottom bottle (first attached)

(a) su btract 6 m from sounding, •
(b) enter thls value under 'Target Depth' In the table just

above the next shallower standard depth-,
(c) record the Interval to the next shallower standard

depth under 'Interval,'
(d) record 0 under corresponding 'cumulative meter wheel

readlnq,'
(e) record 1 under 'SOttle "

4. Determine the remaininq meter wheel nlues by sunming the lnternls for
the shallower standard depths and record these and thelr bottle
numbers.

Olstane. trom hydro I.b
10 _hallowaat bottla

Bottla

--
Targa'

Oaplh (m)
500

400

_L _I
300

250

200

150

100

15

50

30

20 .

10

Inl.rva'
100

100

50

50

50

50

25

20

10

10

15

Cumulallva
Mal.r Whaal

Raading

I

•
5. The last entry In the internl column should be the dlstance bebeen

the shallowest bottle and the surface plus the dlstance from the surface
to hydro lab.

6. Check the wlre anqle and correct lf necessary.

-The standard depths 10 to 500 m and their correspondinq Intervals are
lndlcated In small type in the table; the deeper standard depths are
600, 700 800, 1000, 1200, 1500, 2000 m and thereafter every 1000 m to the
bottom.

0
4

1 4
5

3 9
2 5

6 4
0

8 4
0

9 4
0

1 0 4
5

1 1 9

.

50

50 1

25 2

2$

20 2

10 1

10

1$

200

150 1 1 4
100

1 0 0
75 7 5
50 5 0

I· ... 3,0
20 2 0
10

1 0

Clatane. trom hydro lab
10 ahallowaat bottl.

Final matar r.adlng
(uneorractad tor wlra angla)

Example:
For asounding of 120 m:

- the tarqet depth for the bottom bottle Is 120-6 • 114 m.
- lts correspondlnq Interval to the next bottle Is 114-100 • 14 m.

50

(trom Parry. 1887)


